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UNIT-1 MEDIA AND MODERNITY: PRINT REVOLUTION,
TELEGRAPH
Unit Structure
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

Learning Objectives
Introduction
Origin of Printing
Printing Revolution
Mass Production and Circulation of Printing Books
Industrial Printing Press
Types of Printing Press
The Rise of Telegraph
Check Your Progress

LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After completion of this unit you will able to understand;





Origin of Printing Press
Printing Revolution
Types of Press
Rise of Telegraph

1.2 INTRODUCTION
Printing is a process of production of text and images, typically with ink on paper using
a printing press. It is often carried out on a large scale industrial process. It is an
essential part of publishing and transmitting the art and science of making large number
of copies. It is also known as the art of preserving all other arts. Time has made many
changes in the demand of the printing process.
1.3 ORIGIN OF PRINTING
The origin of printing was first recorded in China in the Tang Danasty, which produced
wooden block printing on paper. This printing was done with individual sheets pressed
by wooden block craved with text and pictures. Block printing was done with ink and
cloth, next transferred to paper and another medium was
brushed or rubbed repeatedly against it to transfer the ink.
Images printed on cloth for religious purpose could be quite
large. Printing was produced in very large number in about
1425.

Johann Gutenberg

In 1440, Johann Gutenberg, a goldsmith from Mainz of
German city developed printing press. It was a modern
moveable type of printing press in a single source. This
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printing press can produce upto 3,600 pages per day.

Hand Mould

Gutenberg's newly devised hand mould made possible the
precise and rapid creation of metal moveable type printing press
in large quantities. Guttenberg also introduced an oil based ink
which was more durable than previously used water based ink
for printing. As a professional goldsmith, Guttenberg had
knowledge of metals. He made letters from the alloy of tin and
lead. It provided books that were durable and had better quality
compared to other printing process. His two inventions, the
hand mould and the movable type printing press, together
drastically reduced the cost of printing books and other
documents in Europe, particularly for shorter print runs.

By the year 1500, printing press spread to the cities of Europe.
Printing press produced more than twenty million volumes in this period. In the 16th
Century, the growth of press was rapid and an estimated 150 to 200 million copies are
produced. The operation of press became a new identity of business enterprises and the
medium of communication. The mechanical moveable
type of printing press introduced the era of mass
communication which changes the structure of the
society drastically. Circulation of information had
changed the ideas of political and religious authorities.
There was growth in literacy and self-awareness among
the middle class which broke the monopoly of illiterate
elite people. Most of the vernacular language paper
developed in European countries.
1.4 PRINTING REVOLUTION
In Germany, printing had spread around 270 cities in Central, Western and Eastern
Europe by the end of the 15th century. As early as 1480, there were printers active in
110 different places in Germany, Italy, France, Spain, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Switzerland, England, and Poland.
Italy, a center of early printing, established printing press in 77 cities and towns by
1500. At the end of the following century, 151 locations in Italy had seen printing
activities, with a total of nearly three thousand active printers.
The rapidity of typographical text production, as well as the sharp fall in unit costs, led
to the issuing of the first newspaper which opened up an entirely new field for
conveying up-to-date information to the public. Many of the libraries in Europe and
North America come out with pre-16th century print works.
Another factor conducive to printing arose from the book existing in the format of the
codex, which had originated in the Roman period. Considered the most important
advance in the history of the book prior to printing itself, the codex had completely
replaced the ancient scroll at the onset of the Middle Age (AD 500). The codex holds
considerable practical advantages over the scroll format; it is more convenient to read
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(by turning pages), more compact, and less costly, and both recto and verso sides could
be used for writing or printing, unlike the scroll.
Economic growth by Printing
Guttenberg’s improved printing press brought a rapid economic and socio-cultural
development in Europe. The favourable intellectual and technological changes
increasingly made an entrepreneurial mode of production. Printed materials became a
source of business and created demand for the books. Books and printed materials were
now a consumable product for literate and middle class people. Bible was the most sold
book that was produced after the invention of printing. During Islamic Age, Arabians
developed many manuscripts of the holy Qur’an. Those were converted into books
using this print technology. After printing techniques were adopted, reproduction of
texts on paper strips increased. Thus various copies of religious books were produced to
meet the demand of the society.
Technological factors
The invention of paper, development of ink and new techniques in wood block printing
created revolution in the printing industry. In the medieval period most of the products
and technological processes had reached a level of potential use for printing purpose.
Gutenberg combined technology and product into one complete functioning system,
and perfected the printing process through all its stages by adding a number of
inventions and innovations of his own.
Gutenberg adopted the basic design, thereby mechanizing the printing
process. Printing, however, put a demand on the machine quite different from pressing.
To speed up the printing process, he introduced a movable under table with a plane
surface on which the sheets could be swiftly changed. Paper manufacturing industry
grew up and found a massive expansion of production. The price of paper fell down
extremely with a heavy demand.
1.5 MASS PRODUCTION AND CIRCULATION OF PRINTING BOOKS
Newspapers established a relationship between the society and the inventors who
communicated the discoveries and brought a revolution in mass production. Because of
the printing press, the author’s name had come to forefront and became more
meaningful and profitable. It was suddenly important who had said or written what, and
what the precise formulation and time of composition was. This allowed the exact
citing of references, producing the rule, "One Author, one work (title), one piece of
information".
For many works prior to the printing press, the name of the author has been entirely
lost, the author was less important. Because the printing process ensured that the same
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information fell on the same pages, page numbering, tables of contents, and indices
became common, though they previously had not been unknown.
The process of reading also changed, gradually moving over several centuries from oral
readings to silent, private reading. Over the next 200 years, the wider availability of
printed materials led to a dramatic rise in the adult literacy rate throughout Europe.
Printing press gave a path to democratization of knowledge in Europe and rest of the
countries. Within 50 or 60 years of the invention of the printing press, the entire
classical rule had been reprinted and widely promulgated throughout Europe. People
had access to new and old knowledge; more people could discuss these works. Book
production became more commercialised, and the first copyright laws were passed. On
the other hand, the printing press was criticized for allowing the dissemination of
information which may have been incorrect.
Latin language was declining to be replaced by the vernacular language from each area,
so that varieties of printing works can be produced. This gave rise to the national and
state languages and opposed the colonial structure of rule.
Printing was so popular and associated with the growth of the economy. Publication
trade arose from individual to traders and association of merchants dealing with
different types of books and newspaper.
1.6 INDUSTRIAL PRINTING PRESS
In the period of Industrial Revolution, the handoperated Gutenberg-style press was still essentially
unchanged, although new materials added in its
construction of mechanical innovations, had
gradually improved its printing efficiency. By 1800,
Lord Stanhope had built a press completely from cast
iron which reduced the force required by 90%, while
doubling the size of the printed area. This Press had
the capacity of printing 480 pages per hour. Stanhope
press doubled the output of the old style press, the
traditional method of printing became obvious.
Two essential changes made in the design of the
printing press radically: First, the use of steam power
for running the machinery, and second the replacement of the printing flatbed with the
rotary motion of cylinders. Both elements were for the first time successfully
implemented by the German printer Friedrich
Koenig in a series of press designs devised
between 1802 and 1818. After he moved to
London in 1804, Koenig soon met Thomas
Bensley and secured financial support for his
project in 1807. Patented in 1810, Koenig had
designed a steam press "much like a hand press
connected to a steam engine." The first
production trial of this model occurred in April
Steam-Power Printing Press
1811. He produced his machine with assistance
Stanhope Cast Iron Press
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from German engineer Andreas Friedrich Bauer.
Koenig and Bauer sold two of their first models to The Times in London in 1814,
capable of 1,100 impressions per hour. The first edition so printed was on 28 November
1814. They went on to perfect the early model so that it could print on both sides of a
sheet at once. This began the long process of making newspaper available to a mass
audience (which in turn helped spread literacy), and from the 1820s changed the nature
of book production, forcing a greater standardization in titles and other metadata. Their
company Koenig and Bauer AG is still one of the world's largest manufacturers of
printing presses today.
Invention of Typewriter
In 1868, typewriter was invented and carbon paper was widely used for copies.
Typewriter was mostly used in newspaper organization and publication houses.
Rotary Press
In 1943, Richard M. Hoe invented the steam-powered rotary printing press in the
United States, which produced millions of copies of pages in a single day. Mass
production of printed works flourished after the transition to rolled paper, as continuous
feed allowed the presses to run at a much faster pace. By the late 1930s or early 1940s,
rotary presses had increased substantially in efficiency: a model by Platen Printing
Press was capable of performing 2,500 to 3,000 impressions per hour.
Also, in the middle of the 19th century, there was a separate development of jobbing
press, small presses capable of printing small-format pieces such as billheads,
letterheads, business cards, and envelopes.
1.7 TYPES OF PRINTING PRESS
Offset Lithography: This is the process preferred by many industries because it is
cost-effective. By using this technology the publisher can print high quantity of prints
in less time. The printing press is very quick and easy to set-up, as long as the plates are
available. In offset printing the roller plates will be running through water and then ink.
Ink follows the areas with images, while water on the white spaces of the layout. It is
then pressed to a rubber plate before pressing on the paper. The major drawback of this
printing is the plate because once a layout is made on the plate then it cannot be easily
changed.
Letter Press: Guttenberg inverted this process. Even though it is clearly more
advanced than the original press, the process is still the same. On the paper the image
being printed is higher than the surface of the plate, which will be pressed.
Digital Printing: Today the most favoured printing is digital printing because of its
high quality prints and quick printing process from computer directly to the printer in
this process. Plates are not needed and this also needs lesser man power. However this
is expensive because of the ink and paper used by the printer. The colour can also be
difficult to adjust or predict, since the colour of the image to be printed might be
different on the computer monitor.
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Engraving: This method is used by most of the companies’ letterhead and stationary
printing. In this printing, the images printed on the paper are raised creating a more
defined and attractive image. This is only used for corporate logos or formal party
invitations because it is very expensive active process.
Screen Printing: Screen Printing is done in ink forced through a screen following a
stencil pattern. All this printing is used for ring binders, t-shirt, bumper stickers,
billboards.
Flexography: Special type of printing for packaging products. The plates used are
flexible. Products include card board boxes, grocery bags, gift-wrap and the bottle
labels are printed through flexography.
Presently we are in an age of information revolution. Most of the information are
collected through the help of computer and internet. Each of the modern printing press
are connected with the printing press. We can operate any press with a click button
from the computer.
1.8 THE RISE OF TELEGRAPH
Samuel Morse, invented telegraph in between 1830s and 1840s and made a
revolution in long-distance communication. It worked by transmitting electrical
signals over a wire lay between stations. In addition to helping invent the
telegraph, Samuel Morse developed a code (bearing his name) that assigned a
set of dots and dashes to each letter of the English alphabet and allowed for the
simple transmission of complex messages across telegraph lines.
In the 1840s the electrical telegraph superseded
optical telegraph systems (except in France),
becoming the standard way to send urgent
messages. In 1844, Morse sent his first telegraph
message, from Washington, D.C., to Baltimore,
Maryland; by 1866, a telegraph line had been
laid across the Atlantic Ocean from the U.S. to
Europe. Telegraph systems spread across the
world, as well. Extensive systems appeared
across Europe by the later part of the 19th
century, and by 1866 the first permanent telegraph cable had been successfully
laid across the Atlantic Ocean; there were 40 such telegraph lines across the
Atlantic Nations.
Morse Telegraph

By the latter half of the century, most developed nations had created commercial
telegraph networks with local telegraph offices in most cities and towns, allowing the
public to send messages called telegram addressed to any person in the country, for a
fee. Beginning in 1854 submarine telegraph cables allowed for the first rapid
communication between continents. Electrical telegraph networks permitted people and
commerce to transmit messages across both continents and oceans almost instantly,
with widespread social and economic impacts. In the early 21th century the telegraph
was slowly replaced by teletype networks like telephone, fax machine and Internet,
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it laid the groundwork for the communications revolution that led to those later
innovations.
Morse Code
The transmission of messages across telegraph wires, created what came to be
known as Morse code. The code assigned letters in the alphabets and numbers a
set of dots (short marks) and dashes (long marks) based on the frequency of use;
letters used often (such as “E”) got a simple code, while those used in frequently
(such as “Q”) got a longer and more complex code. Initially, the code, when
transmitted over the telegraph system, was rendered as marks on a piece of
paper that the telegraph operator would then translate back into English. Rather
quickly, however, it became apparent that the operators were able to hear and
understand the code just by listening to the clicking of the receiver, so the paper
was replaced by a receiver that created more pronounced beeping sounds.
Telegraph was quickly accepted by people eager for a faster and easier way of
sending and receiving information. However, widespread and successful use of
the device required a unified system of telegraph stations among which
information could be transmitted.
In 1865, the Morse system became the standard for international communication with a
modified code developed for German railways. However, some countries continued to
use established national systems internally for some time afterwards.

1.9 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Trace the evolution of printing press.
2. Describe different types of printing press.
3. How telegraph made a changes in communication?
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UNIT 2: EVOLUTION OF PRESS IN USA, BRITAIN AND FRANCE
Unit Structure
2.1 Learning Objectives
2.2 Introduction
2.3 Evolution of press in USA
2.4 Evolution of press in Britain
2.5 Evolution of press in France
2.6 Check your progress
2.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After Completion of this unit you will be able to understand:




Evolution of press in USA, Britain and France
Impact of press in different centuries
Growth of Press

2.2 INTRODUCTION
Media has come a long way in its journey of over four centuries from initial days of
amateur publication to multinational corporations using cutting edge technology and
shaping the ideas of mankind. Unlike newspapers in olden days where communication
was confined to the educated sector, today television, radio and internet have shattered
the barrier of illiteracy. Hence it becomes important to understand the evolution of
press in developed countries that have dominated the world during this period to
understand the history of press across the world.
USA has arguably led the entire world in its approach towards free speech, democracy
and freedom of press. The country has also been the home for scientific development
and socio-political enlightenment. Hence evolution of press in the USA becomes an
important part of the History of journalism around the world. Similarly, Britain and
France have also been at the forefront of the development of the human civilisation
over the last few centuries.
2.3 EVOLUTION OF PRESS IN USA`
18th Century:
Publication of newspapers in America began in early colonial period as the settlers
were curious about what was going on in Europe and in the colonies.
In the early 18th century first American newspapers were published at a modest scale.
Dedicated commercial papers were initially published by the traders for specific
reasons. A publication named The Boston Daily Advertiser was dedicated for reporting
on the arrivals and departures of ships. Most of such papers were much localized
publications with little records available. However, during the American War of
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Independence, these publications played a significant role in mobilizing the people
against the tyrannical British Empire. Most weeklies were staunch supporters of
American patriotism. However, there were a number of journals that supported the
crown. But as the war turned in favour of the colonies, the loyalists either switched
sides or lost relevance.
These publications emerged as a strong political force after the war and with the dawn
of democracy, the first amendment to U.S. Constitution guaranteed freedom of the
press. Like rest of the world, postal services contributed to the rapid growth in USA.
After the introduction of U.S. Postal Service Act 1792, sending newspaper copies
became easier and cheaper. Newspapers could now be transported up to 100 miles for a
penny and beyond that for just 1.5 cents. This not only opened up a huge market for the
newspapers, but strengthened the distribution system. Hence news organizations could
now focus more on the editorial work.
19th Century: Effects of party politics
At the dawn of democracy in
USA, both political parties had
sponsored newspapers that
were inclined to them. People
were also curious about the
political
experiment
that
brought them to the center of
the governing system. To
exercise the newly found
political power, free citizens
started more newspapers to satisfy their curiosity.
The first two US presidents Washington and Adams enjoyed the support of a major
newspaper named Fenno's Gazette. Starting from 1800, National Intelligence met the
requirements of Jefferson administration and the successive presidents. However,
during the presidency of Jackson, it sided towards the opposition.
After 1830, American publishers started taking advantage of Penny Press to improve
their service. Eventually faster printing press technology and telegraph made journalism
easier. Especially, telegraph helped the reporters send their news in few minutes for
publication. This new technology and more efficient printing press saved a lot of time
for the newspaper houses. The papers used this time to improve their content quality.
More production lead to more revenue and financial conditions of the papers improved.
In the 1840s the newspaper industry witnessed a rapid growth in readership and
financial profitability.
However, during this period, the country was badly divided on the question of slavery.
Many states were in favour of the institution of slavery while others were against it.
This led to a very complicated and bitter rivalry between the northern and southern
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states. Traditional parties were also divided from within and a new abolitionist party
emerged under the leadership of Abraham Lincoln. In this turbulent time, newspapers
also took radically different editorial stands. Hard hitting articles with one sided
perspective were very popular and even editors did not hesitate to participate in party
politics openly. During this period, most US newspapers were openly aligned with one
political party or the other. Political organisations would also support favourable
newspapers, financially or otherwise. The Federal Republican and Daily Gazette were
the two major newspapers of this time. This phenomenon is known as ‘partisan press’.
Under editors like M. M. Noah and James Watson Web of the New York Courier and
Enquirer, Solomon Southwick of the Albany Register and Edwin Croswell of The
Argus, political journalism became prominent.
The tradition of editorial writing took shape during this period only. Signed editorials
taking stand on issues and parties with the name of the author were often published but
unsigned editorials were more popular. These editorials were the opinion of the
newspaper, not the author. Initially these were written by the Editor himself. But
gradually, newspapers hired professional editorial writers for this purpose. Later many
newspapers across the world followed this norm. Even in today’s India, this is a
standard practice in the field of print media.
During this period, when the production had increased, the new challenge was to sell
this surplus quantity of newspapers. This required professional marketing techniques.
To attract more readers, petty politics, scandal, and sensationalism etc featured quite
regularly in the papers. One James Gordon Bennett Sr. changed the business entirely at
that time. A seasoned journalist, he understood the old tactics of news gathering but had
a different view on journalism. He has rather commercial point of view regarding the
profession than political. He said that it wasn't in the interest of the newspapers to
follow the political party line.
While working as the Washington correspondent of the New York Enquirer, he started
writing pieces that were full of insignificant and entertaining details and based on
gossips more than facts. This experiment became very successful and even the people
who had no interest in newspapers before, bought the papers. Other papers also started
following the lead and a new era of journalism began. Historian Robert C Bannister
terms Bennett as a gifted and controversial editor who revolutionised American
journalism. Sports reports, gossips, relationship advise, crime and entertainment started
occupying more and more space in the newspapers.
Specialised newspapers
Amidst widespread socio political change, a new phenomenon emerged in the field of
journalism that was specialized journalism. Dedicated newspapers on religion,
education, agriculture, and commercial magazines sprung up.
With the arrival of a large number of Catholic immigrants, a number of newspapers
started. Catholic churches sponsored their own papers. Their content was more or less
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similar in nature. They strongly advocated for prohibition of alcohol. Often they
borrowed write ups from each other. Irish Catholic papers were quite dominant at that
time. During the civil wars these papers had to remain neutral while keeping their Irish
American identity intact. Following the trend, Evangelical Protestants also started their
own papers. Some progressive newspapers also supported abolition of slavery and
voting rights for women. Similarly, specialized papers for sports covered sports events
rigorously.
With the rapid growth of Industry and businesses, both workers and merchants took
interest in the news regarding trade and commerce. Specialised publication were started
to cater these readers. These publications focused mostly on economic and political
factors that could affect the business. Similar papers were also common in Europe at
that time but the American ones had a very different tone. Unlike their European
counterparts that were focused more on industrial issues and were more or less inclined
towards the industrialists, American business publications adhered to the principles of
liberty and equality. These papers often spoke in favor of workers and farmers. Apart
from this, these papers covered different aspects of the diversified economy of the
country. Not just industry, but agriculture, local and international trade also featured in
these papers.
Rural papers
The concept of rural newspaper was a very unique thing. USA was initially an agrarian
society. Even after rapid industrialization in the northern part of the country, most
people lived in villages. However, these villagers were fairly educated and aware of
their socio political rights. These were the people who were the ideal citizen according
to Thomas Jefferson as they owned land and did not have to depend on an employer for
livelihood. According to Jefferson, this was an ideal situation for establishment of socio
political liberty. From the colonial times, these villages were socio politically aware
and were financially independent. Hence, one or more weekly newspapers emerged in
almost all county seats, and most towns with around 500 or 1000 residents. These were
mostly sponsored by local political groups, and the editor-owners often had their own
political ambitions. However, the coverage of highly localized news was the key
feature of these newspapers. However a substantial part of these papers carried national
and international news and political commentary. These stories were more or less
reprinted versions of metropolitan newspapers. Initially, newspapers were bought
mostly by property owners. But gradually working class people also took interest in
news and socio political commentary. Considering the huge number of readers living in
rural areas, major metropolitan papers also came up with their weekly supplements
dedicated for the rural market. Weekly New York Tribune was a famous newspaper at
this time that served as a one stop destination for those interested in affairs of the USA
and Europe. Newspapers played an important role in shaping the cultural dynamics of
the rural masses of the nation as the villagers were not unaware and isolated from the
rest of the world.
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Muckrakers & Investigative Journalism:
Muckrakers generally refer to people who investigate and expose issues or scandals.
During the time of rapid economic growth, industrial revolution and rampant
urbanization, issues like political corruption, corporate crime, child labor, conditions in
slums and prisons etc became more and more important. Exposing these issues and
revealing the truth before the readers became a matter of pride for journalists at that
time. This was the dawn of investigative journalism in USA. Unlike European
publications which often contained rumors and quoted anonymous sources, these
reporters gathered evidence before publishing something. This gave the reports more
credibility and brought some real change in the socio political life during the
Progressive Era from the 1890s to the 1920s.
Yellow Journalism:
On one side when muckrakers were trying to give a new direction to the society and
politics, a group of commercial newspapers were more concerned about their
circulation and profit than anything else. In this rat race of circulation and profit
emerged a concept that plagued the profession and is still relevant in 21st century. This
is called Yellow journalism.
In this kind of journalism, scandal-mongering, sensationalism, and unethical practices
in news reporting are very common. Both news organisations and individual journalists
indulge in this kind of journalism. In this type of journalism, bold and shocking
headlines are used to grab the readers’ attention quickly. News that are not very
important were exaggerated with fancy pictures or drawings. Use of fake interviews,
false information and anonymous quotes were common in such reports.
This phenomenon is called “Yellow journalism” because the small newspapers that
initially published such stories were printed on a certain type of yellowish paper.
However, later major newspapers also indulged in such journalism and the term
“Yellow Journalism” became a concept rather than a colour reference.
20th/21st Century:
By 20th century major newspapers had become profitable powerhouses of objective
news-gathering, advocacy and investigative journalism. Even common people used to
read multiple newspapers. The trend of reading news and discussing politics and
current affairs had become a common pass time for the common citizen.
This century witnessed exceptional development in economic activities and technology.
Two world wars and a cold war took place during this period. In the initial half of the
century, Radio and telephone technology brought a significant change in the work
culture of the media industry. News was now broadcast on Radio and reports could be
filed through phone and fax. Following the space race, internet and satellite television
started dominating the world rapidly.
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In the 21st century, with digital media and TV dominating the media arenas, huge
portions of both readers and advertisers switched to the new platforms. According to
the Pew Research Center, the readership of newspapers, both daily and monthly are
declining rapidly since 1993. This was the very time when internet and private cable
TV became popular in the country. The speed of this decline increased in 2004 and
with major newspapers going entirely online, it seems impossible that the printed
newspapers will ever become the important vehicle of communication for the news
business it once was.
A report from Bookings Institution, published in 2015, revealed that the purchase of
newspapers per hundred million population, fell from 1,200 in 1945 to 400 in 2014.
During the same period, the number of newspaper journalists fell from 43 thousands in
1978 to 33 thousands in 2015. However the popularity of traditional news media has
also shrinked significantly after the arrival of internet.
2.4 EVOLUTION OF PRESS IN BRITAIN
Britain was at the forefront of the Industrial Revolution and had emerged as an imperial
superpower by the 17th century. By this time, a class of educated and wealthy elites had
emerged in the country which was very active both politically and socially. Catering to
this group of audience, some publishers started regular publications covering news and
gossip. Initially there was little government censorship. In 1785 ‘The Times’ started
publication and soon became one of the leading newspapers. But by the end of 17th
century a significant rise in publications made the establishment skeptical. This led to
an increase in regulation throughout the 18th century. Eventually, taxes were reduced
and technological innovations took place by the arrival of the 19th century. This led to
a boom in newspaper publishing throughout the century.
17th century
Initially “news” publication in Britain did not necessarily stick to news. News, rumours
and advertisement were placed so randomly in a publication, which made it difficult for
the readers to differentiate between news and gossips. However, with emergence of
more and more publications, the profession evolved into a more standardized one. For a
major part of the 17th century pamphlets, posters and ballads co-existed with news
periodicals. News periodicals could be differentiated from these mainly because it was
published constantly at regular time interval. However, a number of news books and
newspapers were published at least once a week in the 17th century.
Started in 1605 in Strassburg, which was then part of Holy Roman Empire, Johann
Carolus' was regarded as world’s first news periodical. When news publication started
in England, it was published in the pamphlet format used by contemporary books. For
around six years from 1632 to 1638, publication of newsbooks was prohibited by order
of the Star Chamber. During the English Civil War between 1642 and 1651, the
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demand for news suddenly spiked. News pamphlets in this period rarely published
unbiased news. They often catered to one side of the conflict. However many news
journals evolved into more professional organisations in the later half of the century.
The London Gazette which started on 16 November 1665 as the Oxford Gazette,
became the first recorded journal. A publication of the Crown, it is continuing to be
published until the publication of the write up. In Scotland, a newspaper named
Mercurius Caledonius founded in Edinburgh in 1660 and was published for a very short
period of time.
18th century
The Daily Courant became London's first daily newspaper in 1702. By the end of 1720s
twelve London newspapers and 24 provincial papers had emerged. Eventually,
newspapers started to become more and more influential in the society. Newly emerged
elite as well as the working class was now consuming information regarding
happenings in England and around the world.
However, the government of the day, weary of the increasing popularity and influence
of newspapers, tabled a bill in the parliament advocating taxation on newspapers in
1711. In 1712, the duty was officially levied. Publishers had to pay half a penny on
papers of half a sheet and a penny on newspapers with half a sheet to a single sheet in
size.
This century saw the evolution of newspapers with specialized subjects. Purely political
journals were published along with the full-fledged newspapers which were devoted to
news, national, international, and commerce. By the year 1753, the annual sale of
newspapers in Britain was more than 7.4 million which increased to 9.4 million in 1760
and 11.3 million in 1767. In 1776 as many as 53 newspapers were being published in
London alone. In 1791, world's first Sunday newspaper, The Observer was started.
19th century
19th century witnessed a wave of socio political change across Europe. Britain was no
exception. Ideas like Law, Liberty, Fraternity and Nationalism were becoming more
and more powerful in political discourse. In the first two decades, heavy tax was
imposed on newspapers. As it happens with most cases of excessive taxation, an
increased tax encouraged many to run their newspapers illegally to evade tax. These
papers were essentially out of the government’s regulatory mechanism and were
fiercely critical of the establishment. Riding the wave of revolutionary ideas, these
papers started to make a huge impact of the contemporary politics. Many of these
publishers were prosecuted but such untaxed newspapers kept popping up. Eventually,
British Policy makers realised that they could not stop the press from becoming a
strong socio political force. Hence, the smarter approach was to sail with the wind.
Following widespread demand for more freedom for press, governments started
reducing regulations. Stamp, paper and other duties were reduced drastically in 1836
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and by 1855, newspapers were effectively made tax free. Gradual abolition of taxes and
introduction of a postal system caused a boom in the newspaper industry. Thanks to the
postal delivery system and more affordable price, the number of newspaper readers
increased manifold over a couple of decades. Annual sale of newspapers increased from
39,000,000 in 1836 to 122,000,000 by 1854.
The Times, which began as The Daily Universal Register in 1785, emerged as a very
influential newspaper in the 19th century. However, many more papers gave a strong
competition to ‘The Times’ in the second half of the century. By now political and
ideological camps had found out ways to use media coverage for their own benefits.
Glaring political and ideological bias and inclination was quite normal in this period.
Technical advances in newspaper printing and a well-oiled distribution network made
newspapers more marketable. Innovation in the field of communication made reporting
easier. News was now reported within hours of occurrence. Flourishing business of
newspapers encouraged new investors to enter the industry which ultimately brought in
more professionalism. Hence many media historians term the years between 1806 and
1910 as the golden years of British newspaper publication.
20th Century
Political climate across the world was very polarized at the starting of 20th century.
Strong feeling of nationalism and influence of socialism and communism on many
papers had dragged them to polar opposites of the ideological spectrum. Daily Herald
emerged as a strong supporter of socialism, trade union and labour movement. At the
same time, increased purchasing power with the newly emerged working class created a
huge market for less intellectual and sensational news coverage. Tabloids and the
phenomenon of ‘yellow journalism’ took shape in this period.
After the devastating First World War, bigger publications indulged in a fierce
circulation race. It eventually ate up many smaller newspapers as they could not simply
compete with the giant organizations. Bigger papers opened new bureaus which gave
competition to the smaller local newspapers. Even political organizations that were
running their own newspapers had to shut down as it was becoming a financial
challenge for them to continue in the competitive market. Coverage of sports with the
latest scores, human interest stories, stories related to celebrities became popular in this
period.
Considering the growing influence of press and increasing threat of oligopoly in the
media, in 1949, the first Royal Commission on the Press advocated for a General
Council of the Press that would function as a statutory governing body to govern the
conduct of the print media. Understanding the situation, newspaper proprietors formed
a voluntary General Council of the Press in 1953 with the objective of maintaining high
standards of ethics in journalism. It lessened the threat of statutory regulation.
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Membership of this council was restricted to newspaper editors in the beginning. But
the organization was reformed as the Press Council in 1962 was formed with more
inclusiveness. But after the withdrawal of National Union of Journalists, the Council
became less relevant and was ultimately replaced by the Press Complaints Commission
in 1991.
Rupert Murdoch’s decision to relaunch The Sun newspaper as a tabloid brought a
revolution in the print media. The paper started publishing glamorous photographs of
models on the third page. Eventually, these Page 3 photographs became more and more
provocative. Many other publications followed the trend.
Published in Glasgow, The Scottish Daily News became Britain's first workercontrolled, mass-circulation daily. This workers' cooperative model was an inspiring
new thing in an age where most newspapers have became commercialized. Most
journalists, photographers, engineers, and print workers of the newspaper owned the
paper through cooperative societies. However, the newspaper was short lived. Robert
Maxwell founded Europe's first national newspaper, ‘The European’ on 11 May 1990.
The paper lasted for only eight years. At that point of time, circulation of the film
reached 180,000.
21st century
In the 21st century circulation and advertising revenue of newspapers dropped
drastically. According to some sources, advertising revenues fell 15% in 2015 and 20%
in 2016. A European Broadcasting Union research revealed that people in the United
Kingdom trusted the written press less than television and radio. However, most
newspapers have ventured into the digital space and digital media has become the new
form of the news business. The brand equity of the newspapers that was built over
decades or centuries, make them more credible sources of news in the age of fake news.
Journalists from Rupert Murdoch’s News of the World and some other British dailies
were convicted in 2012 of phone hacking, police bribery and other illegal activities.
This came as a severe blow to the reputation of the newspaper industry. Following the
scandal, massive public outrage and advertiser boycotts caused the closure of the News
168 years after its beginning.
2.5 EVOLUTION OF PRESS IN FRANCE
Newspaper, in printed or digital form, has evolved to be an object without which the
society we know today is unimaginable. Evolution of newspapers in France is an
interesting part of the history. Newspapers have played an important role in shaping the
French society, politics and history as we know today. Newspapers were the reason
behind rapid spread of revolutionary ideas during the French revolution. Newspapers
became the instrument of state propaganda during the regime of Napoleon Bonaparte.
Throughout the 19th century, newspapers were the flag bearers of French Nationalism.
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Circulation of newspaper in France was much higher in comparison to other advanced
countries. Hence the role of newspapers on the French society was unimaginable.
Newspapers come to existence in France until 1631, when a French physician,
philanthropist and journalist, Théophraste Renaudot published the first issue of La
Gazette. Before the advent of this newspaper, current events were circulated as handwritten papers. Thus, La Gazette quickly gained popularity. It became the centre of
dissemination of news and provided a great way for the flow of information in a highly
centralised state.
The progress of the press thereafter was very gradual with the establishment of a few
magazines like Mercure de France, Journal des sçavans, founded in 1665 for scientists,
and Gazette de France, founded in 1631.
The French Revolution of 1789 brought with itself the development of opinion press,
where public opinion was born. Many new information-newspapers like: Le Moniteur
Universel and the Journal des Débats cropped up, due to which the press gained a
unique status of sole purveyor of information to the people in light of the upcoming
Industrial Revolution. In the same year, as a result of the French Revolution, the
National Constituent assembly of France articulated the Declaration of the Rights of
Man and Citizen which influenced right-based liberal democracy throughout the world,
and the most vital part of it being its Article 11, that guaranteed the Freedom of
Expression. With this, the press became synonymous with the quest to establish the
ideals of democracy and the journalists, in the absence of police interference and
professional standards and to restrain the editors from enjoying unparalleled freedom.
The nineteenth century proved to be the golden age of press democratization. With
Emile de Girardin taking out the first low-priced newspaper: La Presse in 1836, which
made the newspaper available to the general masses. Furthermore, in 1863, Le Petit
Journal revised this formula by inventing popular press that incorporated a simple way
of writing with an informal tone. This found success almost instantly and within five
years, it reached a circulation of 300,000.
Also, this era was what can be said one of the most fertile periods for French Press.
With the introduction of telegraph and telephone along with increasing literacy rate of
the nation, the demand for news also increased by manifolds. Charles Havas established
the first news agency in 1832.
This century saw the alteration of the governmental policies between liberalism and
authoritarianism. Through events like the revolutions of 1830 and 1848, downfall of
Napoleon III and The Law on The Freedom of The Press On 29th July, 1881, the
press played a major political role. The later established the principle of a free press by
limiting the violation of press laws and suppressing paperwork of authorization. The
newspaper market became a monopoly of four daily Newspapers namely- Le Petit
Journal, Le Petit Parisien, Le Matin and Le Journal, having an average circulation of 1
million each.
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France, in 1914, became the first consumer of news to have reached a press readership
of 244 per 1000 units of population. The French press became more uniform during the
war years when the time was plagued by rising production costs, inflation, rising social
costs and rise in the price of paper production. The press was subjected to censorship in
order to keep the morale of the people high and protect them against bad war news.
Newspapers became reliant on publicity revenues in the post-war scenario and became
more concentrated as larger amounts of capital was needed to operate them. Crisis
plagued the newspaper industry and there was a division in it. Many newspapers lost
their credibility due to their implications in anti-patriotic acts and over dependence on
businessmen and politicians’ self-serving purposes for revenue further lowered their
credibility.
In the period between the two world wars, highly politicized newspapers were started
like: the rightist Candide and the leftist Le Canard Enchaîné . The regional daily press
developed, mainly in the southwest regions and magazines with leisure and cultural
content appeared.
The censorship began to be actively enforced on the eve of the second World War.
With the creation of the first Ministry of Information in 1940, the government increased
its control on the press. On June 14, 1940, the Nazis shut down all the newspapers.
Now, the people had no choice but to depend on the radio for uncensored Information.
Later, at the Liberation of France in 1944, three ordinances were issued by the
temporary government to protect the press from political interferences, commercial
dependencies and financial pressure. Three national daily newspapers, in 1947 were
considered as party organs. Namely: the L'Aube , the Le Populaire and L'Humanité
that represented the MRP (Mouvement Republicain Populaire), the Socialist Party and
the Communist Party respectively.
The press began to receive government subsidiaries after the World War two and by a
decree in 1973, conditions were fixed under which, subsidiaries can be granted to any
newspaper is having a circulation under 200,000 and this shall limit their revenues
from publicity to 30 percent. This period was marked by increase in regionalisation of
press like in that of- Le Parisien Libéré , Auto-Journal , etc. Le Monde and Le Figaro,
are two national newspapers that emerged as leaders of the industry during this period.
The news business was eventually dominated by a few large commercial groups. Like,
Hersant that controlled 30 percent of the market with Le Dauphiné Libéré , ParisNormandieLe Progrés de LyonLes Derniéres Nouvelles d'Alsace, etc. A new set of
laws between1 August and 27 November 1986, prevented monopoly by establishing a
30 percent circulation limit to national and regional daily newspapers controlled by a
single press group. As a result, such groups started investing abroad. From 1985 to
1990, the national press experienced many difficulties and had to depend on publicity
revenue for profits.
More changes were brought by the recession of 1989-93 and the information revolution
also led to a re-evaluation of the way news was written and distributed, radically. The
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French press received a severe blow when once rare and expensive, the news became
profuse. This was a universal phenomenon.
Now, the newspaper industry not only received competition from the Internet, but from
radio and Television. France hesitated to embrace any other form of modernisation as it
had already included Minitel, a digital distribution system controlled by the Ministry of
Posts and Telecommunication as a part of its system in the 1980s. However, the public
started to demand free news which was coped differently by different organisations.
Some newspapers like Le Monde responded with simplifying analysis and stepping up
news representation to cater to the needs a more educated and more sophisticated
public.
However, the reorganization of the 1990s proved beneficial for three main
newspapers: Le Monde, Libération, and LeParisien-Aujourd'hui, whose circulation
stabilized in 2000. There was restructuring of press groups as well. Like, Hachette,
broadened its work into publishing, distributing, and radio broadcasting, Amaury
diversified into the sports press and women's magazines, etc. This was how the French
press has evolved over the years.

2.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Describe the Evolution of Press in USA.
What do you mean by yellow journalism?
Explain the development of newspaper in Britain.
Explain the evolution of press in France.
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UNIT-3 HISTORY OF PRESS IN INDIA: PRESS DURING THE
COLONIAL PERIOD
Unit Structure
3.1 Learning Objective
3.2 Introduction
3.3 Press and Imperialism
3.4 The First Newspapers
3.5 The Post 1857 Press
3.6 Colonial Press and English Hegemonisation
3.7 Colonial regime of Control
3.8 Summary
3.9 Check Your Progress
3.10 References
3.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
In this unit, we are going to learn about the growth of press in India in the colonial
context and the reaction of the British administration to it. We will also in the module
learn about the inherent in this growth the contradictions that were in this growth of the
press during the colonial times.
3.2 INTRODUCTION
Mid-18th century onwards a new mode of communication in the form of press media
entered India along with colonialism for three reasons.
First, to inform the metropolis about the new lands acquired by the empire;
Second, to perpetuate the ideology of adjust and liberal governance which only Britain
in their perception could give to India;
Third, the purpose of commerce and profit to colonial state had an ambiguous
relationship with the press.
3.3 PRESS AND IMPERIALISM
The state condescendingly allowed the press to criticize actions of its officials along
with circumscribing its autonomy, e.g. relationship of the Company with Hick’s Bengal
Gazetteer.
Colonialism, a unique byproduct of the Industrial Revolution, could survive only by
negating the tradition, knowledge system, cultural constituents, societal norms and
orientation of the subjects in terms of values and norms towards cultural, economic,
political and religious activities of the natives. The colonialists were determined to
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achieve their goal not only by the direct occupation of the colony but by dismantling all
its existing systems of norms and governance. And to achieve this press became a
potential medium for propagating the idea of British colonialism as the agent of
modernization, democratization and industrialization in the colony. Perpetuation and
entrenchment of this idea in the psyche of the natives could be better achieved through
reiteration of it over and over again, and in this, press was cleverly employed by the
colonialists, thus allowing it to play a significant role in portraying colonialism as a
humane and just alternative system for ‘half- child and half-savage’ natives.
How important the press could be in dissemination of the idea of the developing face of
imperialism and conveying its symbiotic relationship for both, the ruler and the ruled, is
evident from Lord Curzon’s statement given in 1909 at Oxford University, while
welcoming the press at the first Imperial Press Conference at all Souls College.
Realising how effective the press could be, particularly during the growing political
unrest, Curzon said, ‘We also train no inconsiderable number of Pressmen…who much
more than any other officials, will be in the future the speaking links – the “live
rails”….for connecting the outskirts of the Empire with its heart.’ (See Kaul, Reporting
from the Raj, p.1).
As colonialism made deeper inroads into the colony by adopting new methods of
governance, the role of press became very crucial. It became consciously or otherwise a
crucial partner of the imperialist in highlighting Indian affairs to the British public,
British policies to the Indian audience, thus attempting to maintain the image of ‘a
redeemer’ in the British and of a developer in the Indian public perception. Therefore,
in the early writings of Indian social reformers and political leaders like Raja
Rammohan Roy, M.G. Ranade, G.V. Joshi, Surendranath Bannerjee, Gokhale,
Dadabhai Naoriji, reflections of such perception can be amply seen.
3.4 THE FIRST NEWSPAPERS
The beginnings of press and journalism in India in the mid-18th century did face many
hiccups – scandalous journalism being one. Their relationship with the Company
Bahadur was fraught with cynicism but the press’s commitment to British imperialism
remained unwavering, e.g. the relationship of James Augustus Hickey and British
Printer Nathanial Mist, 1799 Wellesley Regulations, 1814 Hastings Regulations, 1823
Adam Regulations – all defined the tone and tenor of the press, its freedom, its
relevance and style and nature of its reporting.
The most important aspect of the press was that it embossed the mind of the emerging
liberal middle class of Europe – literate and responsive, with the picture of a humane
and liberating, dutiful and pious ‘Imperial Whiteman’ and the dark, barbarous east,
which he could never see or experience for himself. It placed whiteman’s own world
view within the context of the Continent and the world.
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According to Achala Tandon, the newspaper did not appear ‘spontaneously’ in any
society. The needs of trade and commerce propelled the birth and existence of the
medium in one country after another. In fact, many societies and governments did not
wish to have newspapers at all. In Europe, the 18th century press became synonymous
with corruption and journalistic dubiousness. (See AchalaTandon, Press as a
Construction of Social Reality, unpublished PhD thesis, JNU, 1997, pp. 68-69).
In India, the newspaper came in the late 18th century as an extension of British invasion
and agent of both British imperialism and the rising British middleclass. Therefore, we
find that in its early phase it was resented by the officials of the East India Company –
“Ignorant of, but the press in England was gaining in power and influence, with a
strong public opinion behind it and it could not very well be stopped from functioning
in India which was a dependency. The press in India controlled by Englishmen drew its
strength from the power of the press in England.” (See R. Parthasarathi, Journalism in
India, Sterling, New Delhi, 1989, p.23).
Therefore, when the first newspaper came to India, introduced by James Augustus
Hickey, an Irish merchant, called the Bengal Gazette India, it ridiculed the life-style
and social activities of the European community in Calcutta. Keeping in tune with the
changes taking place in the realm of ideas and politics in England, James Augustus
Hickey was a product of the polemical journalism of the 18th century which was not
anomalous to the environment of Calcutta.
The conditions under which the press operated in Britain and India were not identical,
although the press in India was imitative in style and reporting. The colonial press
concentrated in projecting the narratives of heroism of both Britain and British
Imperialism in the face of India’s adverse environment.
Hickey’s Bengal Gazette India was followed by a few weeklies. In Madras and
Bombay not many newspapers came into existence during the period. Im Madras, the
Madras Courier which was owned by government printer came out as a weekly in 1785.
In Bombay, Bombay Herald was started in 1789, an official publication. In 1790.the
Courier made an appearance. In 1838 and 1861 the Times of India appeared in Bombay
and Englishman came into existence in Calcutta respectively.
According to Bonea, the specific historical circumstances of the Indian subcontinent
made the experience of producing a newspaper different from the one in Britain. But as
to the ideas about how journalism should be conducted, questions that faced journalists
in 19th century India were similar as faced by journalists in Britain. The questions were
related to the issues of freedom of speech, relationship with the state, securing
subscriptions and advertisement as well as the role of journalism in society. (See
Amelia Borea, p.152). However, the space to implement these concerns or to address
them were restricted and constrained due to colonialism. Throughout the colonial
period, the government used very strict rules and regulations to exercise its control over
the writings in the press, e.g. Parliament proceedings in England could not be published
in the press in India as they were considered seditious literature.
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Even the liberal journalists like James Silk Buckingham who was described by
Jawaharlal Nehru as among the earliest champions of the freedom of press in India and
who did not shy away from criticizing government failures in banning sati, discussing
public questions, public conduct of bureaucrats and state functionaries, never
questioned the nature, viability and existence of colonialism or colonial rule in an
environment of emerging and expanding institutions of democracy, freedom and
equality in Europe in general and Britain in particular. Assured of their permanence in
India, similar members of the Governor-General’s Council such as Sir Charles Metcalf
presented himself as a staunch friend of the press. He earned the gratitude of the press
fraternity as he ignored the advice of his Counselors for special vigilance over the
Indian language press and ever said that there would not be any discrimination as
between Indian and English newspapers. (See Achala Tandon, unpublished PhD thesis,
p.74).
3.5 THE POST 1857 PRESS
However, this bonhomie with the press took a reverse turn with the occurrence of the
Mutiny. The English-owned press now depicted the worst form of racialism. The
pretensions of liberalism gave way to conservatism and authoritarianism. A permanent
schism appeared between the government sponsored press and the Indian native press.
Special concessions were now given to the European community and English press by
Lord Canning which further inflamed the feeling of estrangement between the natives
and colonial masters and between the native and European press – never to be bridged.
Post-1857 the colonial press and print media largely focused on negating and distorting
indigenous intellectual and cultural development which was largely based on orality,
customary laws, folk tradition and indigenous methods of communication which are
still alive and struggling to maintain and retain their space and utility in the face of the
onslaught of literature, the major source of colonial communication. It is significant to
note that colonial records did take cognizance of the elements of India i.e. caste, tribe,
tradition, hierarchy, rituals, transcendence (Y. Singh, 1993), but they intentionally
buried the linkages which showed pre-British and British India as a cultural entity, a
civilization containing elements of diversity and unity. The colonialists failed to
mention the unity of the civilization which could be observed at several levels, for
example, role of travelling mendicants, traders, story-tellers, caravans, craftsmen,
artists, pilgrimages, fairs and festivals. These institutions and practices acted as cultural
bridges of unity between various cultural traditions and regions. They played the role of
nodal points of communication for cultural unity within the framework of its diversity
(Y. Singh, 1993). N.K. Bose, a famous Gandhian and contemporary of Rabindranath
Tagore, wrote, “Although India was by and large illiterate, yet there was built up
certain mechanisms by means of which common intellectual and emotional elements of
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culture were brought to the door of the most distant communities, isolated either by
geography or the promotion of social separatism.” (See N.K. Bose, 1977, p.6).
3.6 COLONIAL PRESS AND ENGLISH HEGEMONISATION
The aim of the colonial authority was to establish cultural, ideological hegemony so as
to rule not only the land but the minds of the subjugated people in order to continue
their control. This they could not achieve only by coercive apparatuses of the state like
police, law and army. Therefore, they created a false sense of consent and unconscious
submission by erecting an administrative, educational, technological and cultural
institutions and personnel, whose role was to promote the interest of the colonialists.
English legal and economic structure based on the notion of private property, whose
idioms, symbols, categories and paradigm were all foreign, became the medium for the
dissemination of colonial ideology directed towards the intellectual acceptance of
colonialism as a necessity for its continued political domination. The channels to
communicate and establish colonial domination were law, governance, education,
railways, telegraph, post office, police, thana, chowkidar, army, colonial press, state
awards and medals. Thus the colonialists erected a legal façade for draining India
white. The unique aspect of British colonialism was that it bled India white, legally.
Therefore, it would not be wrong to say that the colonial press was intertwined with
colonial politics. And though it posed to be neutral and free, the dichotomy was that the
decision of what news was fit to be printed was decided by the “imperatives of colonial
rule and the colonial state’s own vision of how journalism should be conducted.” (See
Amelia Bonea, 2016, p.204). English press needed official patronage for survival, as
early as 1790,e.g. in 1790 the Bombay Courier, established by Luke Ashburner, a
senior member of the Mayor’s Court of Bombay, had to display the coat of arms of the
East India Company. And once the Company Raj ended, the newspapers had to carry
the coat of arms of the British crown on the masthead.
3.7 COLONIAL REGIME OF CONTROL
Various methods of controlling and manipulating news were adopted by the state –
beginning with the institution of the Press Commission in 1877-89 to manage the
government’s relationship with the English language press and to monitor the
vernacular newspapers, after implementing the Vernacular Press Act of 1878. On the
one hand the colonial state displayed chest beating over ‘liberty of the press’ and on the
other hand it surreptitiously indulged in controlling the activity of the press by
introducing a system of licensing for newspapers, prohibiting ‘seditious’ writing by
withdrawing subscriptions, advertising; refusing to grant postal subsidies; restricting
access to sources of official information and to the technologies used to transmit it. (See
Amelia Bonea, 2016). Under Wellesley’s regulation news item related to military
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intelligence, commercial information, state of public credit, finances of the East India
Company, shipping news, criticism of government officials and officers wer prohibited
from publication. Ironically, the architect of the regulations of 1799, Lord Wellesley
was a supporter of freedom of press in Britain but in India he suppressed press and
made it subservient to the expansionist policy of the East India Company. He used
information provided by newspapers to check military and political movements of the
rivals like The French East India Company and others. But he was wary of exposure of
details of military and political affairs of the East India Company.
In the entire history of colonialism in India, this conservative approach of the
metropolis remained the underlying ideological foundation on which, as the need
demanded, liberal or other ideologies were temporarily perched. Throughout the
colonial rule, the masters were besieged by the fear of losing their ‘jewel in the Crown’.
Therefore, they were apprehensive of what ‘news’ might come to the public sphere.
The colonialists did not want circulation of any ‘sensitive information’ which might
affect the British interest in India and generate debate, questioning the motives and
actions of the colonial rule.
By new regulations of 1818 criticism of the East India Company and other public
authorities in England, information which might create alarm or suspicion among the
native population or any intended interference with their religious opinion or
observation were prohibited from being published in the newspapers. (See Amelia
Bonea, 2016). This was dictated by the realization that if freedom of press was allowed,
it could be misused against the empire by influencing public opinion and since the
empire was held by ‘opinion’, it could prove to be suicidal. However, the empire faced
the contradiction in that it also needed press for mediating and shaping perceptions of
the British rule in India, for both public in India and at ‘home’.
For the liberal-utilitarians, free press was an essential condition for a democratic and
representative government. And so, for them it was a necessary life-line of the English
political system. But for India, where James Mill felt that paternalistic and authoritarian
political system would suffice, free press could be an anachronism. Till 1947, the
imperialists kept up their pretentions of introducing, continuing and expanding
representative political system. But in practice both representative system and freedom
of press were incompatible with imperialist intentions in India.
As discussed by the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the East India Company in
1823 – “In no sense of the term can the Government of India be called a free, a
representative or a popular government. The people had no voice in its establishment
nor have they any control over its act. 9See Amelia Bonea, 2016, p. 212). It was a
paradoxical situation where the ruler and the ruled did not exist within the same freespace but façade was put up for the native of free, modern representative society, polity
and economy. This appearance was strengthened for a very short duration under the
influence of the Anglicists. To convert India into ‘Brown Sahibs’ who would be Indians
in colour but English in taste, thinking and intellect, they insisted that only British
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institutions and the English language could set India on a progressive path and this led
to emergence of new press law drafted by the architect of anglicist view and Law
Member T.B. Macaulay. It was implemented by Charles Metcalfe in 1835. Under this
law press censorship was abolished, the press was free to print comments on
Government action if it was not seditious. But this short romance with freedom of press
took a reversal after 1857. The arbitrary nature of colonial rule and its actions could not
sustain it. The Adam Regulations and Canning Press returned in action.
A number of English and Anglo-Indian newspapers came into existence from the
second half of the nineteenth century onwards. Some of the major newspapers were
The Times of India in Bombay, The Statesman and The Englishman in Calcutta, the
Pioneer in Allahabad, Mail and Times from Madras. They were influential newspapers,
supported by merchants, planters directly and by the Government through purchase and
advertisement, indirectly. The circulations of these newspapers were small initially but
they were read by powerful elite gentry who significantly influenced opinions. They
tried to be objective in appearance in terms of format, reporting and critique but their
objectivity was overshadowed by their consensus on the issue of legitimacy of the Raj
and its continuing creative role and mission. (See Milton Israel, communications and
Power, 1994).
However, with the formation of Indian National Congress in1885, activities of the early
Congress leaders, emergence of nationalist and vernacular press with nationalist
leanings, increasing protest movements culminating in Swadeshi Movement of 1905,
Non-cooperation Movement, Khilafat Movement, Civil Disobedience, Quit India
Movement, which is from 1919 to1942, required a new orientation of governance from
the Colonial State. A policy of reform, circumscribed by the policy of censor was
adopted. And thus a constrained press became an imperative. The Newspapers
Incitement to Offences Act 1908 and Press Act in 1910 put back Adam Regulations
into action. From 1914 onwards confrontationist attitude became the nature of
relationship between imperialism and nationalism and the most potent example of it
could be seen in the protests over Ilbert Bill and its reporting in the English press,
defense of English press on the Rowlatt Act, the way the English press and Government
responded to the Punjab Wrong in 1919 and so on. To highlight the difference between
theory and practice adopted by the state, reporting on fund collection for General Dyer,
the main culprit of Punjab Wrong, the arch- conservative paper Morning Post explicitly
endorsed it. The issue that earned the Paper its greatest publicity was the Dyer Fund
Campaign of 1920, the creation of
H.A. Gurynne, a former reporter of Reuters and staunch imperialist and anti-Zionist,
pursued it with fanatical zeal. According to Edward Peacock, the manager, the fund
was ‘a splendid thing for the paper’ and it ‘came just at the psychological moment
when people were filled with indignation and wanted an opportunity of expressing their
sympathy with a man who had been treated with gross injustice. Our action will bind
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our present readers to us and will bring us many new adherents.’ (See Chandrika Kaul,
Reporting the Raj, 2016, p. 69).
The ideological shifts and consolidations of the professionally, intellectually alive
middle class in Britain had a telling effect on the kind of newspapers that emerged and
their ideological trajectory in reporting on India. A great variation could be seen in the
reporting on India by The Times London, Manchester Guardian, Morning Post,
Chronicle, Daily News ete. If Manchester Guardian represented the liberal face, The
Times, Morning Post, Daily Mail represented the conservative perspective, reporting
both for the ‘thousands of Britons in the four corners of the world…. Who were bearing
the Whiteman’s burden across the seas, and the official elites. Newspapers like daily
Mail emphasised in its editorials, ‘We must not let politics dominate the paper, but we
must get the news in politics.’ (See Chandrika Kaul, 2016, p. 74).
The dilemma of democratic Britain and the autocratic British colony could be gleaned
in the news statements and titles like – General Dyer, “thick-set and fairly tall, with
greying hair and kindly blue eyes”, whose ‘just words’ on landing were, “It was my
duty - my horrible duty duty”, or provocative headings like “Shall we give up India?”,
‘Montague’s mistake’, Gandhi’s failure, or ‘Indian situation – cult of treason’.(see
ChandrikaKaul, 2016, p. 74).
3.8 SUMMARY
Thus the contradiction was inherent in the very nature of the colonial rule which was
being reflected both in the policies of the government towards assigning local self- rule
to the natives, freedom of expression through media and other communication channels
and in response of the colonial press. The liberal colonial press like Manchester
Guardian reported on political unrest, plague, Swadeshi movement and urged to “go
deeper and touch on some of the more fundamental questions such as the increasing
alienation of the natives…the economic condition of the cultivator”. (See Chandrika
Kaul, 2016, p. 72). But it never questioned the relevance and legitimacy of the colonial
rule in the era of consolidation and ever expanding people’s sovereignty in Europe.
Similarly, the conservative media, product of liberalism and parliamentary democracy,
focused on dramatic reporting on British heroism, their racial gallantry in the Third
Afghan War of 1919, the march on Lahasa in 1903 and the 1857 Mutiny. They wrote
on social and humanitarian issues like outbreak of plague and 1896-97 famine, but the
tone of reporting was – “The fact is that English people do not yet realize the sufferings
of the people of India. We are so lamentably unacquainted with the normal conditions
under which the masses in India live from day to day that it is in a measure not
surprising that we have hitherto remained inert and passive speculators of the dismal
tragedy.” (Daily Mail, 7Jan 1897 quoted in Chandrika Kaul, 2016, p. 76). “It falls to us
to defend our Empire from the spectral armies of Famine…our weapon is good honest
British money, and to every Englishman who has at heart the greatness of our
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Empire…can serve England right and well and loyally today by helping Indian in her
our of bitter need.” (Daily Mail, 12 January 1897, quoted in Chandrika Kaul, 2016, p.
76). On Non-Cooperation Movement Vincent Chirol, an imperialist, writing for Times
wrote, “It is assuredly no mere figure of speech to say that India is actually at the
parting of the ways – either towards renewed and fortified faith in the British
connection or towards a convulsive period of estrangement and revolt.” (Quote taken
from Chandrika Kaul, 2016, p. 135)
3.9 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Explain the evolution of Newspaper in India.
2. What are the restrictions imposed to the newspaper in the colonial
period? Explain.
3. How the colonial are able to control the Newspaper?
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UNIT-4 GANDHI AND AMBEDKAR AS JOURNALISTS AND
COMMUNICATORS
Unit Structure
4.1 Learning Objectives
4.2 Introduction
4.3 Gandhi as a journalist and communicator
4.3.1 Gandhi’s venture into Journalism
4.3.2 Gandhi’s ideals of Journalism
4.4 Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar as a journalist and communicator
4.5 Check Your Progress
4.6 References
4.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After completion of this unit you will able to understanding;


Gandhi as a journalist and communicator



Bhimrao Ambedkar as a journalist and communicator

4.2 INTRODUCTION
Gandhi is regarded as one of the finest communicators in the history of the world.
Gandhi’s experience as a journalist is a tale of strong determination and passionate
indignation. In a world where journalism is alleged to be plagued by all forms of
market forces and ethical practices, revisiting his ideas on journalism topic has become
a bare necessity. Similarly, Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar was not only one of the
prominent leaders of India but also a political and social philosopher and journalist. His
ideas have helped in the greater understanding of our society- its history and polity, and
in shaping contemporary discussions on caste and social justice.
4.3 GANDHI AS A JOURNALIST AND COMMUNICATOR
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, more fondly known as Bapu or Gandhi is regarded as
one of the finest communicators in the history of the world. His life and personality are
not only inspiring but are professed and preached on. Hence, his ideas and values are
followed by people around the world. However, one of the less acknowledged aspects
of his personality is that of an excellent journalist. Gandhi’s experience as a journalist is
a tale of strong determination and passionate indignation. In a world where journalism
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is alleged to be plagued by all forms of market forces and ethical practices, revisiting
his ideas on journalism topic has become a bare necessity.
4.3.1 Gandhi’s venture into Journalism
Gandhi’s interest in journalism might have begun at the time when at the age of
nineteen he went to England and got to read a number of newspapers for the first time.
Later, he mentioned this in his autobiography saying, “In India, I had never read a
newspaper.” This got him intrigued about the contours of journalism, such that he
started to contribute to the Vegetarian, the journal of the Vegetarian Society of
England. During his three year stay there, he articulated and contributed a total of nine
articles on diet, festivals, and customs of India thus, emerging as an independent
journalist. On his journey back to India, the ship he was traveling in faced a bad storm,
describing which, he wrote an article for the Vegetarian, which is quite a compelling
example of independent journalism practiced by him.
When he sailed for South Africa in 1893 to defend a case, the political situation there
not only made him a Satyagrahi but also helped in his evolution as a thorough
journalist. In no time, he became the leader of the South African Indian Community. He
also began to send despatches about the circumstances and situation prevailing there
with particular reference to grievances of Indians living in South Africa. He worked as
a “War Correspondent” during the Boer War of 1899, with his group of Indian
volunteers treating the wounded and offering his services to the victims of war.
With the help of the Indians living there, he started the publication of his very first
newspaper – ‘Indian Opinion’ on June 4th, 1903 intending to express the voice of the
oppressed Indians under the worst effect of Apartheid. This was an important
publication as it proved to be a vital tool for the political movement led by Gandhi and
the Natal Indian Congress to fight against the brutal racial discrimination and win civil
rights for the Indian Immigrant Community of South Africa. This paper was published
in four different languages of English, Hindi, Gujarati, and Tamil. The first editorial
published in this newspaper, ‘Ourselves’, was unsigned but written by Gandhi and was
observed to incorporate the use of simple yet compelling language in the expression of
ideas. He was not only writing for this paper but bore its expenses with his own hardearned money which shows his dedication towards his work.
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A note in the first issue of the publication of this paper read: ‘We are far from assuming
that the Indians here are free from all the faults that are ascribed to them. Wherever we
find them to be at fault, we will unhesitatingly point it out and suggest means for their
removal’. This indicated the three main objectives behind its publication, i.e. firstly, to
represent the grievances of the Indians to the rulers in South Africa, secondly, to unite
the diaspora and finally, to make Indians there aware of their shortcomings.
Not only this, but the Indian Opinion also played an eminent role in the development of
Gandhi’s personality and the structure of his political movement as it was in this period
that Gandhi acquainted himself with the art of Satyagraha. He once wrote about
the Indian Opinion that ‘‘Indian Opinion... was a part of my life. Week after week I
poured out my soul in its columns and expounded the principles and practice of
Satyagraha as I understood it. During 10 years that is until 1914 accepting the intervals
of my enforced rest in prison there was hardly an issue of 'Indian Opinion' without an
article from me. I cannot recall a word in these articles set down without thought or
deliberation or word of conscious exaggeration, or anything merely to please. Indeed,
the journal became for me a training in self-restraint and for friends a medium through
which to keep in touch with my thoughts.”
This paper still carried on the fight on behalf of the Indian community even after the
departure of Mahatma Gandhi from South Africa in 1914. He left this paper in charge
of Mr. Henry Polak, one of his close associates. Later in 1916, he sent his son, Manilal
Gandhi, to South Africa, to look after the Gujarati edition of the Indian Opinion and to
take charge of the English edition who continued this till 1956.

When Gandhi reached India, he was disheartened to see the miseries that existed
amongst the fellow citizens and he knew only effective communication can rekindle the
spirit of national consciousness in them. The first opportunity for him to write for
magazines in India came when two young supporters of Home Rule League, Umar
Sobani and Shankarlal Banker, who had fought for bringing self-rule in India, offered
him the editorship of their weekly journal that went by the name: Young India. He
accepted their offer with grace. Around the same time in October 1919, Gandhi also
offered the editorship of Indulal Yajnik’s Gujarati monthly Navjivan ane Satya by the
later. He accepted this offer too, quiet readily, and took charge of the Gujarati journal
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that came to be known as Navjivan. Although he dropped the title of Satya from the
name.
Young India was published in English. He published many of his famous quotations
there which would later be followed by many as a source of inspiration. He used this
journal as a means of spreading his ideas on non-violence and organisation of
movements. Through it, he urged the national leaders to consider, organise, plan, and
employ ideas to achieve India its independence from the British Rule.
In this issue of Young India on 2nd July 1925 he published his motive behind taking up
journalism by saying: “I have taken up journalism not for its sake but merely as an aid
to what I have conceived to be my mission in life. My mission is to teach by example
and present under severe restraint the use of the matchless weapon of Satyagraha which
is a direct corollary of nonviolence." This was a very bold step. To express one’s true
intentions to people was an example of his moral courage and strength. He opened his
heart to the people, no wonder there that he became the people’s leader.
In this journal, the readers got to see a peak of his personality too and when he
published this: "To be true to my faith, I may not write in anger or malice. I may not
write idly. I may not write merely to excite passion. The reader can have no idea of the
restraint I have to exercise from week to week in the choice of topics and my
vocabulary. It is training for me. It enables me to peek into myself and to make
discoveries about my weaknesses. Often my vanity dictates a smart expression or my
anger a harsh adjective. It is a terrible ordeal but a fine exercise to remove these
weeds”, he started a direct communication with the people.
The first issue of Navjivan, under the editorship of Gandhi, came out on 7th September
1919, in which he explained their aim in a note that read: “If anyone asks why, If I
wished to serve India, I should not pour out my soul through English, I would say in
reply that, being a Gujarati by birth and way of life, I can serve India best only by
identifying myself completely with the life of Gujarat”.
He further went ahead to explain his preference to communicate with the public
through Indian regional languages by saying: “Navjivan will take every possible
occasion to show that it is in vain that we are so infatuated with English. I don’t mean
to say that English has no place at all in our studies or in our life. I only insist that our
present use of English is indiscriminate”. Under the leadership of Gandhi, Young
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India was a bi-weekly publication but with the additional responsibility of Navjivan he
had no choice but to turn it into a weekly newspaper. The period from 1919 to 1921,
saw a steep rise in the circulation of these two weeklies which he ran from Ahmedabad.
Also, this period saw a rise in the momentum of the Indian Freedom Movement.

Gandhi himself analysed the statistics on the circulation of these journals and noted:
“Both of them reached a very wide circulation which at one time rose to the
neighbourhood of forty thousand each. While the circulation of Navjivan went up
faster, Young India increased only by slow degrees”. There was a drop in the
circulation of these two magazines when Gandhi served prison time on the charges of
sedition for writing two articles in Young India. Despite this, he termed Navjivan as a
“weekly report on the progress of Swaraj”. It is in this journal that his autobiography:
“An Autobiography: The Story of My Experiments with Truth” was first serialised as a
history of the Satyagraha movement.
Gandhi was very punctual with regards to any work related to the publishing of this
journal and while travelling he would send his articles by post. Hence, these magazines
transformed into media through which he could interact with the masses. In all of this,
Mahadev Desai, his multitalented secretary was of great help to him. Well versed in
both English and Gujarati, he would often help in articulation and discussion of
important issues of the magazines. Some of his other associates were- Swami Anand,
Kaka Kalelkar, and Narhari Parikh, who contributed to the shaping of Navjivan as a
journal and aided its translation to English. Sardar Vallabbhai Patel took to Navjivan to
write a few articles and appeals to the people especially during the time, Gandhi was in
prison.
Despite all this, the publication of both of these journals was closed down due to
Gandhi’s arrest and suppression of the Satyagraha movement in 1931. Navjivan’s last
regular issue was published on 10th January, 1932. Still this didn’t end his venture into
journalism. It led to the establishment of 'Harijan', 'Harijanbandhu', 'Harijansevak' in
English, Gujarati, and Hindi, respectively in 1933 by him. Harijan means the “Child of
God’’ and was a term coined by the Mahatma to acknowledge people belonging to the
untouchable castes. These newspapers were the weapons of his crusade against
untouchability and poverty in rural areas of India. They published no advertisements
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but still enjoyed a wide circulation. All of these three newspapers focused on the
world’s and most importantly, India’s social and economic problems during the
freedom struggle.
Radio journalism was not a forte of M.K. Gandhi for he was a shy person by nature but
he did appear on the radio for AIR (All India Radio) after much persuasion. 12
November 1947, was the first and only time Gandhi visited the Broadcasting house,
Delhi. It was the day of Diwali. He was accompanied by Rajkumari Amrit Kaur. A
report on this event was published on 22 February 1948 issue of 'The Indian Listener'. It
was after Gandhi's death. It said: ‘A special studio was fitted with the 'takhposh' (low
wooden settee) which was daily used by him for his prayer meeting addresses at Birla
House’. Appropriately, the prayer meeting atmosphere was created in the studio.
Gandhi was at first shy of the radio and it was after much persuasion that he agreed to
broadcast from the studios but the moment he reached the studio he owned this
impersonal instrument as his own and said, "This is a miraculous power. I see 'shakti',
the miraculous power of God." According to another report published on 13th
November in the Hindustan Times said- ‘He spoke for 20 minutes and his voice was
exceptionally clear. His message was followed by recorded music of Vande Mataram’.
4.3.2 Gandhi’s ideals of Journalism
Gandhi’s wide experience in journalism had helped him in acquiring certain principles
that he lived by and preached as his ideals on journalism. Chalapathi Raju, an eminent
editor described Gandhi as probably the greatest journalist of all time. He further said
that the weeklies run and edited by Gandhi were probably the greatest weeklies the
world has known. He wasn’t wrong in saying this. Each of these weeklies had a certain
purpose for which they were started and they did achieve their desired goal in due
course of time. This indeed exhibited Gandhi’s farsighted way of thinking.
According to him, “Sole aim of journalism should be service”. He took journalism as a
way to serve people. He said this in his Autobiography, An Autobiography: My
Experiments with truth, "The sole aim of journalism should be service. The newspaper
is a great power, but just as an unchained torrent of water submerges the whole
countryside and devastates crops, even so, an uncontrolled pen serves but to destroy. If
the control is from without, it proves more poisonous than want of control. It can be
profitable only when exercised from within. If this line of reasoning is correct, how
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many journals of the world would stand the test? But who would stop those that are
useless? And who should be the judge? The useful and the useless must, like good and
evil, go on together, and man must make his choice.”
Gandhi was in favour of the freedom of the press. He often said, “Freedom of the press
is a precious privilege that no country can forgo”. He implemented this thought in his
newspapers and journals too. He launched the Satyagraha movement against the
Rowlatt Act and the massacre in Jallianwala Bagh in 1919. He had learned in South
Africa how important the press and public opinion could be in politics. And with time,
he taught himself to use the written word as effectively as possible. His note of
boldness and sacrifice gave a new impetus to the evolution of the press as a tool for
Satyagraha.
He had a very strong view on the role of newspaper and had once said, “In my humble
opinion, it is wrong to use a newspaper as a means of earning a living. There are certain
spheres of work which are of such consequence and have such bearing on public
welfare that to undertake them for earning one's livelihood will defeat the primary aim
behind them. When further a newspaper is treated as a means of making profits, the
result is likely to be serious malpractices. It is not necessary to prove to those who have
some experience of journalism that such malpractices do prevail on a large scale”.
He further said, ‘'Newspapers are meant primarily to educate the people. They make the
latter familiar with contemporary history. This is a work of no mean responsibility. It is
a fact, however, that readers cannot always trust newspapers. Often facts are found to
be quite the opposite of what has been reported. If newspapers realized that it was their
duty to educate the people, they could not but wait to check a report before publishing
it. Often they indeed have to work under difficult conditions. They have to sift the true
from the false in a short time and can only guess at the truth. Even then, I am of the
opinion that it is better not to publish a report at all if it has not been found possible to
verify it.'’ Hence, the newspapers should be read for the study of facts and should not
be allowed to kill the habit of independent thinking.
Gandhi was against the publication of advertisements in newspapers. He believed that it
is an established practice for newspapers to depend on the publication of
advertisements for revenue rather than on subscriptions. This has led to a deplorable
state where the very newspaper that writes about the adversities of drinks, publishes
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advertisements on the selling of those drinks. It is unethical on the part of the print
publication to do so, as they are on one hand, warning the public against something and
on the other hand, are participating in an inclination of its sale, even if indirectly. He
further said, “Medical advertisements are the largest source of revenue though they
have done, and are still doing incalculable harm to the people. These medical
advertisements almost wholly offset the services rendered by the newspapers. I have
been an eyewitness to the harm done by them. Many people are lured into buying
harmful medicines. Many of these promote immorality. Such advertisements find a
place even in papers run to further the cause of religion. This practice has come entirely
from the West. No matter at what cost or effort we must put an end to this undesirable
practice or at least reform. It is the duty of every newspaper to exercise some restraint
in the matter of advertisements. The true function of journalism is to educate the public
mind, not to stock it with wanted and unwanted impressions.”
He was a capable editor and from his experience, he had learned what can be best put
forward through the snippet of a letter he wrote to his son, Manilal Gandhi, who was
the editor of Indian Opinion, where he wrote, “The Editor has to be patient and seek for
the truth only. You should write what is truth in the Indian Opinion; but do not be
impolite and do not give way to anger. Be moderate in your language. If you are, do not
hesitate to confess it.”
Also, he had once said, in the context of editorship that, “When one takes up the
responsibility of editorship, he must discharge it with a full sense of duty. That is the
only way journalism should be practiced.” Promoting the qualities and expectations of
an editor he was quite clear that even when a newspaper writes something that upsets
the government, which is true, the editor should not apologise. He was definitive in
stating that if a newspaper were to run into a fix as a result of publishing the truth, it
should rather close down than buckle.
In one of his speeches, he summarised his idea of journalism as, “I have, therefore,
never been tired of reiterating to journalists whom I know, that journalism should never
be prostituted for selfish ends or for the sake of merely earning a livelihood or, worse
still, for amassing money. Journalism, to be useful and serviceable to the country, will
take its definite, its best for the service of the country and, whatever happens the views
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of the country irrespective of consequences. I think that we have in our midst the
making of newspapers which can do so.”
His prayer speeches were received with adoration, and in one of such speeches he said,
“The press was called the Fourth Estate. It was power but to misuse the power was
criminal. He was a journalist himself and he wanted to appeal to fellow journalists to
realise their responsibility and to carry on their work with no idea other than that of
upholding the truth.”
He was against sensational writing and writings which encouraged communal tension.
On May 28, 1931, under the heading “Poisonous Journalism” in Young India, he wrote,
“I have before me extracts from journals containing some gruesome things. There is
communal incitement, gross misrepresentation, and incitement of political violence
bordering on murder. It is of course easy enough for the Government to launch out
prosecutions or to pass repressive ordinances. These fail to serve the purpose intended
except very temporarily, and in no case, they convert the writers, who often take the
secret propaganda, when the open forum of the press is denied to them.”
He believed in self-discipline and self-control on the part of journalists. Gandhi was a
great communicator which is evident from the above accounts of his way of connecting
with the masses. It is observed that his success in this field as a communicator was due
to the various strategies. He had a commendable command over the language and most
importantly, his simple style of writing in Indic languages was the reason behind his
success.
Gandhi as a journalist was not only a man of ethics who praised and preached an
idealistic way to pursue this profession but also a social thinker who with his strong
will and determination, helped win humanity the battle of inequality by establishing
strong communication, uplifting the undermined and preaching nonviolence, which will
be remembered by the world for ages to come as a journalist who served humanity.
4.4

DR.
BHIMRAO
AMBEDKAR
AS
A
JOURNALIST
AND
COMMUNICATOR
Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar was not only one of the prominent leaders of India but also a
political and social commentrator. His ideas have helped in the greater understanding of
our society- its history and polity, and in shaping contemporary discussions on caste
and social justice. This is the reason why there has been a resurgence in writings on
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him, in the recent times, in the wake of rising radical Social Justice Activism and, has
affected hugely the course of anti-caste Social Justice Movement in India. However,
the journalistic aspect of his carrier was no less fascinating.
Ambedkar set foot in the newspaper
industry with the publication of his
very first newspaper, Mooknayak
(meaning, the leader of the voiceless)
on January 31st, 1920. Unlike his
other writings which were published
in English, his journalistic writings
Wikimedia Commons

were written in Marathi. Mooknayak
was

a

fortnightly

newspaper

published on Saturdays from Bombay and Ambedkar became its editor. He flagged the
issue of social justice in the very first issue of this paper and highlighted the
tremendous efforts that would be required to free people suffering from social and
economic disadvantages in Indian society. However, due to serious financial and
management issues, its publication was shut down after three years.
He also went ahead to establish three other newspapers-Bahishkrut Bharat (1927-1929),
Janata (1930-56), and Prabuddha Bharat (1956). The first two newspapers founded by
him, Mooknayak and Bahishkrut Bharat took bold positions on several critical issues
relating to religion, society, and politics. Amongst the two of them, the later had a less
controversial and relatively smooth-running period. It was also a fortnightly newspaper
and was published from Bombay. Due to a shortage of finances, there was a shortage of
staff and hence, for a certain period of time, Dr. Ambedkar wrote, reported, and edited
the Bahishkrut Bharat, which is beyond commendable.
His newspapers played an eminent role in setting the tone and tempo of the social
justice movement. However, the credit of establishing newspapers cantered around
social justice in Maharashtra goes to Jyotiba Phule, who started the publication of Din
Bandhu, in the wake of his Satyashodhak movement. Other famous social justice
leaders like Shivram Janba Kamble, founded newspapers whose work was primarily
committed to the cause of social justice and the upliftment of the underprivileged class
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but the lifespan of these newspapers was short and was unable to create any prominent
impact on the society.
Ambedkar is credited to have shaped the dynamics of Marathi Literature. In spite of
having English-medium schooling, he developed commendable articulation and had a
remarkable command over the language. Not only that, but it is also observed that his
experience of editing of Mooknayak, might have led to the cultivation of an
argumentative form of writing on his part. One of the earliest writers on Ambedkar,
Ratnakar Ganveer had pointed out the fact that hailing from English-medium schooling
might have led to some difficulties for Ambedkar to frame his work in Marathi but he
would incorporate various methods to understand the contours of Marathi Literature
like-at times, he will write the work in English first and then transliterate it into
Marathi. His efforts resulted in excellence of his writings of commentaries and
editorials.
His ideas about journalism are both fascinating and idealistic. He believed that
newspapers must be careful while publishing advertisements and even criticised them,
in one of his editorials in Bahishkrut Bharat, of encouraging irresponsible
advertisements in the lieu of acquiring finances, which had a negative impact on the
readers and gave rise to inequality and ritualism. On the other hand, his firm stand on
the issue of advertisement is one of the causes of the low acquisition of finances for his
newspapers and which eventually lead to their closedown. He believed that, journalism
should frame itself as such as not to cater to the needs of the people blindly, rather be
opinionated in leading the mass towards the path of righteousness and establish
democratic ideas in the minds of the masses.
Ambedkar’s newspapers focused on highlighting the problems of the society, which
were often quite controversial too. Two of which are - caste violence and communal
conflict. The root of caste violence lay in the existence of a society divided by caste.
This was often expressed exclusively in the writings of the Mooknayak and Bahishkrut
Bharat. Ambedkar strongly put forward the fact that a nationalist consciousness cannot
be developed by denying social equality. He further said that a society that doesn’t
allow socialisation of its members due to socio-religious fragmentation will only be
harmful to the unity and the integrity of the nation. These papers have also criticised the
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Congress for its lack of concern towards the discrimination of people on the basis of
caste.
The decade of the 1920s was an important period for the social justice movement, as
their grievances were lined out into systematic and effective political language. The
Mahad agitation of 1927, gave rise to assertive mass politics in the western parts of
India. Not only his newspapers but also his later periodicals effectively questioned the
caste violence and published reports of violence against underprivileged people in that
region. Many editorials written by him were read publicly in the gatherings and where
the proof of how much of an efficient communicator, he was.
Ambedkar’s struggle in the print media lasted for a span of four decades, in which, his
time in active journalism was brief as he had a very busy schedule embedded with
political activities and undertaking of various assignments as the member of the
Viceroy’s Council or even as the chairman of the drafting committee. In spite of this, he
devoted his time to the writing and editing of articles for his publications as much as he
could. While on tours outside of India or during the time he attended the Round Table
Conference, he would send editorials and commentaries to be published in his
newspapers. However, 1930 onwards, he delegated this task to some of his colleagues,
such as, R.D. Bhandare, Devrao Naik, B.C. Kamble, B.R. Kadrekar, and others.
One other interesting fact to be noted is that Dr.B.R. Ambedkar and M.K. Gandhi were
contemporary journalists. The decade of 1920, saw a rise in the popularity of Gandhi.
He was soon accepted as the people’s leader. By the time Ambedkar was expressing his
thoughts through Mooknayak, Bahishkrut Bharat, Janata, and Prabuddha Bharat,
Gandhi was doing the same though “Young India” in the 1920s and “Harijan” in the
1930s, which is around the same time. Gandhi has also been regularly mentioned in the
Mooknayak and Bahishkrut Bharat. Although Ambedkar’s editorials have criticised
Gandhi for the Non-Cooperation movement, they did praise him for his courage and
leadership and most importantly, he was admired for his stand against social inequality.
Ambedkar’s journalism is said to be the journalism of regeneration and reconstruction.
He professed it in order to unchain the exploited and uplift the excluded. This was
evident in the very titles of the newspapers he established which echoed with his
determination to enable social justice and rejuvenation of the society. For example- the
titles, such as the Mooknayak (the leader of the voiceless), Bahiskrut Bharat (Excluded
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India), Prabuddha Bharat (Enlightened India), Samata (Equality), and Janata (People),
etc.
According to Ambedkar, the weakening of public reasoning in journalism shall weaken
the foundations of democracy. Ambedkar’s slogan -"Educate, Organize and Agitate",
has been quite popular. In fact, his journalism is based on the principles of Education,
Organization, and Agitation. By giving importance to education and relating it to
Organization and Agitation, he gave rise to a revolutionary idea of social change
through effective and constructive efforts. His editorials conceptualized the idea of
social change without the use of violent methods. His ideals of journalism stand
relevant in today’s world.

4.5 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Write an essay on MK Gandhi’s journey as a journalist.
2. What was Gandhi’s opinion on the role of journalism in the society?
3. Explain how Ambedkar used newspapers as a tool in the social justice movement in
India.
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